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SALUS POPULI SUPREMA LEX...!
Ataturk is my great grand Uncle, he is my ineffable hero, an ethereal
prodigy and my soul&mind leader.I am proud to carry his blood! I am
Kirmizi Hafiz M.Emin Efendi's g.grand daughter ;Who is Ataturks Uncle.As
I can tell ;living in UK and having education in University of Oxford has
sharpen and deepen my political points of view.I had chance to identify
the internal and external affairs of my country as well as the others'
.CHP is Ataturk's party true to his priciples but now with different
leaders unfortunately they are not truely looking after to his
Ambitions! Ataturk epoch in Turkish political life was the source of
every structural motive and social revolutions related both individuals
and society with every background.Actions were to preserve the ambitions
of tenacious will to equitable substantivity with constant Results.Meral
Aksener's declaration is bright and I wish that she will achieve
fruitfull outcomes for our country by her comitted labour.Her main
description that she will never make Our country's İnternal politics "
the political agent and social subject " of Foreign politics is very
clear .I strongly beleive in Turkish women in political arena ;I do want
that aswell; being Ataturk's inheritant for me means a lot of
responsibilities about womans progression in my country;both personal and
social; both productive and organizational,both spritual and concrete...
Being a Turkish woman for me is a great Pride and I want to contribute a
lot for the sake of my nation. And my motto is " Salus Populi Suprema
Lex"... İn life There are two interlaced very important factors that
keep the world turning since primitive ages. One of these is religion or
in other words the belief system and the other is politics or in other
words the power system. And the concept of state is a macro human where
these two elements are gathered together with Platon’s definition. Here,
the most important criteria for both of these is information; These two
systems are inseparable with an organic link. One defines society, the
individual, and the other is speech, voice and result that grasps the
whole. Both of them are very important and very dangerous. In all state
systems that are manipulated with information, the best achievement is
stability. Then both human and macro human should be well informed. Yes,
there is no land without problems and you cannot talk about a completely
sterilized environment in any country. But fundamentally, the presence of
fractures and leakages in the life skeleton mainly causes small
provocations, cleavages to lead to bigger events that may harm the basis
of life stability. Here, governors’ knowledge and ability to
comprehensively get to know their region and the world is important.
Because they are the ones that take the right manipulative steps between
systems. Geopolitically, Turkey has an important power in the world with
both its rich and mature history and with its promising young population
that is its biggest capital. This was neglected during the EU integration
processes. I will not consider union, effort, sacrifice and sudden
changes; this is a very long subject. However, the state and governments
should use their right of authority with an absolutely healthy autocritic system without forgetting non-oppressive common sense and
knowledge, without tending to dictate, ignoring their own interests, or
they will disappear by pulling their country into a big socio-political
chaos. A big part of the chaos that is now experienced in Turkey can only
be described with these issues. As individuals, we would like to live
freely and peacefully in a democratic country. This is the basic right of

life that every individual brings along with his or her existence. And we
elect governors that will realize this for us. We also have the right to
change the ones that do not do so. The more we are informed, the more
conscious citizens we become. Because the biggest power that challenges
wrong systems is individuals’ desire to define their right to freedom.
Rousseau says that miracles were all realized by free people in order to
protect themselves from oppression. Proudhon’s “Property is theft”
statement actually defines this socio-political identity of individual.
If we consider this with the romantic roots ;which is sadly a
misinterpreted philosophy in our country, the individual that wants to
live in a humanly way should be someone conscious and contentious that
does not surrender to paradigms, that is informed but does realized this
information not only by thinking, but also by acting, challenges all
oppressive properties and authorities and is not influenced by the
bossiness of politics. The right of property only belongs to individuals
and state mechanism is responsible of protecting this right, not of
possessing it. A well governed country is created if smart and sensible
citizens elect leaders that can govern by using the information with
common sense, without confusing these two main systems, without making
discrimination within its people, knowing that his leadership and
managing titles do not have a symbiotic relation with his own character,
truly informed about his country and the world, able to create hard-line
infrastructures in diplomatic relations and most importantly, able to
create a social endurance mechanism between individuals in the society,
which can also be called a union of opinion or acceptance of existence.
In art, creativity does not need to be tested with life but politics is
not like that, says Chomsky. It is obliged to be approved by life,
otherwise it becomes nothing and the intellectual quality of politics led
in countries depends on the balance between power and opposition. Here,
we once again face information and informed people. The more we feed
ourselves with information, the more we become an intellectual global
activist, the more we become acting creatures, citizens and electors that
shape their future with their own heart and actions besides being
ideological militants, and so we elect “philosopher kings” with Platon’s
words, which means virtuous, conscious, high-souled, visionary, fair and
correct statesmen. We come only once to life, we hold everything in our
hands from arts to politics, from terror to peace; they are all linked
with the power of existence; it is enough not to wait for others to take
a step in order to live in a beautiful world. I love the depth of proactivism! Let’s achieve this by ourselves, we exceedingly have this
power…
Selin Sogutlugil
05/10/2017 İstanbul
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